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LOVE THE SKIN YOU’RE IN! 

Bee Beauty Secrets At-Home Professional Spa Facial 

Bee Beauty Secrets, Urskinsworthit Apitherapy, and Master Esthetician, Hope Goerner, offer an at-
home solution to give yourself a salon-worthy professional facial in the safety and comfort of your own 
home. Love the skin you’re in… Urskinsworthit! 

“I have chatted with many clients over the last couple of weeks, either over the phone or in 
video calls, and they all tell me how much they are missing their bi-weekly spa visits since 
COVID-19. It is easy to see why; whether it is a skin-saving facial or a regular peel, these little 
treats make us not only look great but feel great too. Thankfully, self-isolation can still mean 
self-indulgence, so here are my tips for a beautiful night in.” ~ Hope 

Make an appointment with yourself. 

Firstly, tell the family that you need some guilt-free “me time,” an hour or so away from the bustle of 
kids, chores, and kitchen duties where you can put yourself first. I always start my night-time facial 
about an hour before I go to bed because it not only prepares me for a good sleep, but it gives me the 
time to really take care of my skin.  

Create a spa mood. 

Light a couple of your favorite candles and play some sensual jazz or other soothing sounds to create 
the perfect ambiance for you to rest and relax.  

Gather your essentials. 

Get all the essentials you need to perform the facial together ahead of time. If you want to sit at a 
vanity you will need a large bowl for your water. Change your water frequently so it is clean, hot or 
cool, depending on each step. 

• A large bowl of hot water or a sink filled with hot water 

• A washcloth 
• 2 cotton rounds 

• A hand towel 

• Your Bee Beauty Secrets skincare products 
 
 
Now let’s begin! 
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Step 1 – Cleanse. 

A thorough double cleanse removes the build-up of daily environmental pollution, debris, dirt, oil, and makeup.  

The First Cleanse  

 Bee Beauty Secrets Creamy Milk & Honey Makeup Remover is water-soluble to ensure oily 
residues can be removed from deep in the pores. Because it contains organic safflower oil, bee 
propolis, and honey, this product acts as a dirt magnet and hydrates skin while removing daily 
pollutants and makeup -- including stubborn mascara. The milk is a natural alfa hydroxy acid 
which brightens, hydrates, and begins the breakdown process of the glue-like keratinized 
substance that holds the dead skin cells on.  

Directions: Moisten two cotton rounds with hot water and squeeze out the excess. Apply the Milk & 
Honey Makeup Remover to the cotton rounds, lay them over your eyes, and press on them a minute. 
Then take your round and wipe from the brow down to the cheek line three times, fold in half with the 
dirty side in. Use the folded side to wipe from the outside under eye in and then dispose of the rounds. 
Next, rinse the remaining cleanser off with a hot washcloth. Hot water works as a steam towel and 
begins opening the pores. 

The Second Cleanse 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Renewal Cleanser is a gentle deep-foaming cleanser containing propolis, a 
renewing mineral complex, along with anti-bacterial botanicals like coltsfoot, cactus, sorrel, 
and sandalwood. These ingredients help to prevent breakouts and improve inflammatory skin 
disorders.  

Directions: Using your hands, 1-2 pumps in your palm, apply cleanser to your face in a circular 
outwards and upwards motion. This pushes the cleanser into the pores that tilt in a downwards angle, 
lifts the skin, massages, and stimulates blood flow. After cleansing with your hands, remove the 
cleanser using a hot washcloth, and towel dry. 
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Step 2 – Tone & Tap. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Renewal Toner or Corrective Toner. Once your face and neck are clean 
and dry, apply your Renewal Toner or Corrective Toner  to your face and neck and décolleté 
area, using 2-3 spritzes. Then tap into the skin with your fingertips, tap like a piano until dry. 

Fact: Tapping the skin is called tapotement. It wakes up the skin by increasing blood flow.  

These two toners are formulated to remove any leftover debris in the pores. They balance pH to 5.5, 
which will close the pores after cleansing. The renewal toner is a natural source of minerals for extra 
hydration. The Corrective Toner has a slight bite to it, healing the skin after a shave or reducing 
breakouts. Both can be used on all skin types. Toning the skin is key to healthy, hydrated, and 
nourished skin. It just may be the most important part of the facial. 
 

Step 3 – Exfoliating the Skin. 

Exfoliating treatments resurface and even out skin tone, minimize the visibility of lines and wrinkles, cause 
collagen growth, repair scars, lighten dark spots, and treat blemishes and enlarged pores. Exfoliating regularly 
also helps your skin absorb key corrective nutrients ingredients deep into the epidermis. You should always 
avoid the sun for 3-4 days after exfoliating. Always use sunscreen and try our amazing Bee Beauty Secrets UV 
Sun Serum to prevent and correct sun-damaged skin.  

How often should you exfoliate? 

Fact: Too much exfoliation will strip the skin. Not enough exfoliation blocks the shedding process!  

A happy medium means happy and healthy glowing skin! If you are correcting a skin concern, you can 
start for 6-8 weeks, exfoliating weekly. Follow up, preferably with a bi-weekly treatment, to continue 
improving and maintaining the skin’s overall health. Depending on your age and skin type, exfoliation is 
necessary due to the following conditions:  

Mature Skin 

As we age, this natural process of making new cells and the shedding of dead skin cells slows down, and 
they can build up. The results of lingering dead skin cells on your skin’s surface can cause a loss of your 
skin’s luster. Dead skin cells can get stained, look dull, and prevent the skin’s absorption and 
breathability. Lack of absorption of skincare products hinders the nourishing corrective ingredients 
that are feeding your skin. Keep your skincare from penetrating is wasting products (and money!)  

Young, Sensitive & Oily Skins 

These skin types can create an over-abundance of skin cells, which need to be removed bi-weekly. Your 
skin type or diet can affect your natural oils, making the sebum thicker and stickier, resulting in clogged 
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pores. This can cause inflammation under the skin, acne, and shave bumps because the excretion (or 
shedding process) is hindered by dead skin cells.  

Exfoliating 2-3 times a month can help correct skin issues by boosting the skin’s natural turnover cycle. 
The ingredients in our Bee Beauty Secrets exfoliants can not only repair and rejuvenate the overall 
health of your skin, but also help prevent recurring conditions such as shave bumps, breakouts, spots, 
and dehydration.  

Exfoliate with your prescribed exfoliant. 

 Facial Scrub – for all skin types. Our number one favorite product. The hydration and 
smoothness that results after using this product will have you hooked from the very first time 
using it! We use olive seeds to exfoliate, kaolin clay, which is gentle and effective, aloe for 
dermal hydration, propolis to decongest, wild geranium delivering antioxidants that help tone 
the skin, cactus and willow bark extract, just to name a few.   

 Tripe Acid Peel – This is a Rosehip firming peel with a cream base and olive seeds to scrub 
away the dry skin using Malic, Glycolic, and lactic acids to correct skin concerns. Gentle enough 
for sensitive skin. 

 Triple Acid 20% Pro Peel – This peel is a professional home peel with 20% Glycolic, Malic, and 
Lactic Acid. Powerful antioxidants, and botanicals. The triple acids in this formula are increased 
to 20%. You will feel more tingling with this peel, but I have found many sensitive clients 
tolerate this product without any discomfort. Using olive seeds and fermented pomegranate 
enzymes, the lifting power of the dead skin cells is exceptional. This is the strongest product in 
our Triple Acid Peel line, so sensitive skin peeps should stay away. But those wanting a kick-
butt resurfacing experience will love it! It has olive seed powder and seaweed extracts, MSM, 
and lavender. As well as aloe and jojoba to help keep it balanced. And of course, our triple-acid 
combo of lactic, malic, and glycolic acids. 
 
Warning: Triple Acid 20% Pro Peel contains AHA Acids at 20% & Triple Acid Peel at 10%. 
Avoid Direct Sunlight, Use SPF30+.Do Not Over Exfoliate. Use Bi-Weekly Unless Otherwise 
Instructed.  AHA's Can Increase Sun Damage. You Should Avoid Sun For 3-5 Days After Use. 
Follow Instructions Carefully. 
 
Directions: Cleanse and tone your skin, apply a teaspoon of product to the face and neck allow 
to sit up to 15 minutes. Wet fingertips in a circular outwards upwards motion start removing 
the loosened dead skin cells. Continue to wet your fingertips as needed for gentle exfoliation. 
Then remove with cool water and pat dry. Do an additional cleanse and tone to return the skin 
pH balance and stop the peeling process. Apply serum and moisturizer, followed by SPF30+. 
 
Do this bi-weekly only over processing the skin can cause your barrier to break down. This 
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causes more environmental damage, and the skin is left with no defense or ability to hold in 
moisture. The only time you would use the product daily and never more than for two weeks, 
would be to jump-start correcting a skin concern like pigment damage or acne. I recommend 
you schedule an online video consultation with me on Zoom if you are interested in correcting 
your skin like a professional!  

“ A peel does not have to burn or cause you any recovery time to be effective. I have had a great deal of success 
correcting skin without causing my clients any downtime from ugly, scaly, deep peels. More does not mean 
better when it comes to skin..“ ~ Hope Goerner 
 

Step 4 – Facial Mask. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Bee-Tox Mask is an advanced anti-aging mask featuring some of the all-
time favorite skincare ingredients ever. Melattin Peptide or Bee-Tox Venom to correctively 
repair many skin concerns such as acne, shave bumps, sun damage spots, eczema, 
compromised barrier, dehydrated skin, fine lines, and wrinkles! 
 
Directions: Apply to clean skin and leave on for 15 minutes, or more if desired. Use weekly or 
bi-weekly for a burst of replenishment. Wet fingertips in warm water and start in small circles 
around the eyes and mouth then continue with larger circles keep wetting your fingers tips as 
needed. Then remove the mask with warm water and an optional washcloth. Can double as a 
spot treatment too. 
 
Warning: Contains Melittin Peptide Bee Venom, Do a skin test behind your ear with 

a small dab of product. Wait 15 minutes. Look for redness, burning, swelling, or itching. Cleanse 
and apply cortisone cream and ice if you experience any of these symptoms. With any adverse 
allergic reaction you should discontinue use. Call a doctor or 911 for serious allergic reactions.  

 Bee Beauty Secrets Royal Mask is made with pure Manuka Honey, Royal Jelly Pollen and 
Propolis. Manuka Honey is only found in New Zealand and Australia. The Manuka tree has 
amazing healing and rejuvenating properties, making this mask a great option for acne, wound-
healing and overall rejuvenation of the skin. 
 
Directions: Apply a thick layer to face, neck and décolleté areas, using a popsicle stick makes 
this step easy to spread your product and avoid waste. Leave your mask on 15-20 minutes. 
Then remove with warm water.  
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Step 5 – Eyes. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Eye Renewal Serum. Packed with essentials like peptides, stem cells, 
Retinal, Vitamin C, and more. Expect to see those fine lines and wrinkles diminish, and under-
eye puffiness reduced, renewing the delicate eye area every day.  

 Bee Beauty Secrets Bee-Tox Eye Cream. This daytime use eye cream is gentle enough for the 
delicate skin around the eyes but packed with all the best in anti-aging ingredients and 
powerful 1% rare Honeybee Venom to plump and hide those lines, lift those lids and reduce 
those bags! Consider this a youth serum for your eyes. 

Directions: Using both sets of fingertips, pat the product on the area under the eyes from the outside 
in, to the bridge under the brow area. Use small circles with the tips of your fingers in and outward 
upward direction. Do this until all the serum has penetrated the skin. 
 

Step 6 – Face Serum. 

Serums are your nourishment and corrective ingredients. Do not forget to apply around the ear areas also 
these areas should not be neglected they also will show signs of aging. I can tell when a client comes in and has 
a beautiful face, but the neck ears and décolleté look 10 years older! 

Use your facial serum prescribed at this time to correct and nourish your skin’s needs.  

 Bee Beauty Secrets Bee Venom Serum is our absolute best product, next to our Renewal 
Venom Mask. If you are looking for high quantities of Retinal, Vitamin C, Peptides, Stem Cells, 
Bee Venom, they are formulated in this product to satisfy the needs of the toughest critics. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Cool & Calm Serum is a comprehensive anti-aging serum that gets rid of 
redness ASAP. Panthenol and niacinamide work together to banish redness and dark spots. 
They lend a helping hand to those with acne, and they help the skin retain valuable moisture. 
CoQ10 and rose balance and protect against free radicals, while MSM rebuilds and maintains 
the skin from the inside out. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets UV Serum. Exposure to environmental elements like sunlight, smoke, and 
air pollution causes photo-aging in skin. Not only does this lead to the formation of lines, 
wrinkles, and uneven pigmentation – it can lead to more serious skin issues and problematic 
dermal conditions. A comprehensive topical nutrient application can help prevent photo-aging 
and the onset of more serious skin conditions. Using the high concentration of Vitamin C to 
prevent damage, but Reshi Mushroom to repair DNA Damage and so much more! Most 
popular product since 2013. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Glam Glow Serum. This is a brightening formula packed with the most 
coveted anti-aging ingredients and super antioxidants. Think lots of collagen and smooth, firm 
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skin with plant stem cells. Niacinamide brightener is in this brightening formula. It also helps 
with hydration and other signs of aging. Vitamin C is our skin's best friend. Hyaluronic 
acid holds up to 1000 times its weight in moisture, so skin looks and feels plump and 
firm. Astaxanthin is a potent antioxidant and the reason for the red color of this 
serum. Seaweed delivers minerals, essential vitamins, and anti-aging polysaccharides to 
hungry skin.  

Directions for all: Apply to clean skin morning and/or night. Can be worn under makeup. Serum is 
dispensed from a pump to two fingers (pointer and middle finger) and then touched gently to your 
other hand’s two fingers. Use both sets of fingertips, pat the product into the entire face, neck, and 
décolleté area. Use small circles with the tips of your fingers in an outward and upward direction. Do 
this until all the product has penetrated the skin.  
 

Step 6 – Lip Service. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Bee Venom Lip Complex drenches your lips and makes your smile sweet 
and pucker plump. With a natural honey flavor, it’s an all-around pleasure to use and lasts for 
hours. Especially great for anyone regularly exposed to harsh elements like the cold and wind. 

Directions: Apply a small dab and rub in a circular, back and forth motion until the bee venom powder 
has dissolved, exfoliated the lips, and penetrated with nourishing, hydrating, anti-bacterial, plumping 
nutrients and peptides into your now delicious full luxurious lips! 
 

Step 7 – Moisturize. 

Moisturize with one of our prescribed moisturizers best for your skin’s needs. Using our amazing 
moisturizers day and evening daily benefiting your skin’s overall health.  

 Bee Beauty Secrets Bee Venom Lotion is for all skin concerns, from healing breakouts to 
firming aging skin. You will love this lotion, with a potent 1% of rare Honeybee Venom – the 
highest amount permitted in a facial product. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Corrective Cream has been a favorite at URSKINSWORTHIT since 2014, 
loved by many clients. It’s simple, and just right for whatever your skin needs are. 

 Bee Beauty Secrets Evening Cream. This anti-aging formula gives your skin that extra boost of 
moisture it craves. 

Directions: Apply to three fingers by pressing the pump 1-2 times. Tap fingers from one hand to the 
other together then dab product on areas of the entire face, neck, and décolleté. Using outward and 
upward circular motions rub the product into the skin until absorbed. 
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For those who choose to use our Sanifect Head to Toe Body Line, try one of our prescribed Mini Pic-
Me-Up Facial Kits bi-weekly or even monthly. Each kit will give you 2-3 facials.  
 

Step 9 – Sun Protection. 

Use sunscreen SPF-30 daily to prevent environmental damage and premature aging. Avoid sun for 3-4 
days after exfoliating.  
 

Step 10 – Hydrate, Rest & Relax. 

Drink plenty of water! Facials help drain the lymph. Follow with plenty of rest. Continue to love the 
skin you’re in! 

Fact: Good daily healthy habits really help to promote the overall health and luster of your skin. 

• Always wash your face every evening to remove pollution, dirt, oil, debris, and makeup. This is 
essential.  

• Do not over-exfoliate. 

• Use sunscreen daily.  

• Drink a minimum of 6-8 glasses of water per day. 
• Eat a healthy, well-balanced diet. 

• Avoiding drinking too much alcohol, smoking and stress. (These habits can play a key role in the 
appearance and overall health of your skin.) 
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Bee Beauty Secrets Product Info & Care  

Our products are designed to help prevent and protect you and your family all day from COVID-19, the 
Flu, Colds, Bacteria, and Environmental Contaminants. Feel confident and place our Sanifect Body 
Cleanser at every cleansing area in your home!  

Regular cleaning of your bottles and the pump tops with alcohol and a paper towel from time to time, 
prevents bacteria from growing and damaging your product. Natural products should be store at 
temperatures below 80º F. Warmer temperatures can cause the product to spoil before their 2-year 
shelf life is up. We do not use toxic parabens to extend product shelf life. Refill and Recycle. Your 
bottles are refillable and recyclable. Use regular dish soap and a cap full of bleach in a dish bin. Alcohol 
will remove sticky residue left behind if you remove your labels. Push the airless pump inside the jar 
back down. Allow to completely dry before refilling. We hope to have refillable packaging soon for more 
sustainable packaging purposes.  

For more questions, training or suggestions, please contact us. We are happy to serve your needs. 

Hope Goerner 
Master Esthetician 
817-658-3649 
urskinsworthit@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proud Member of The Campaign of Safe Cosmetics and Associated Skin Care Professionals since 2010! 

 


